Information that is spaced over time is better remembered than the same amount of information massed together. This phenomenon, known as the spacing effect, was explored with respect to its effect on learning and neurogenesis in the adult dentate gyrus of the hippocampal formation. Because the cells are generated over time and because learning enhances their survival, we hypothesized that training with spaced trials would rescue more new neurons from death than the same number of massed trials. In the first experiment, animals trained with spaced trials in the Morris water maze outperformed animals trained with massed trials, but there was not a direct effect of trial spacing on cell survival. Rather, animals that learned well retained more cells than animals that did not learn or learned poorly. Moreover, performance during acquisition correlated with the number of cells remaining in the dentate gyrus after training. In the second experiment, the time between blocks of trials was increased. Consequently, animals trained with spaced trials performed as well as those trained with massed, but remembered the location better two weeks later. The strength of that memory correlated with the number of new cells remaining in the hippocampus. Together, these data indicate that learning, and not mere exposure to training, enhances the survival of cells that are generated 1 wk before training. They also indicate that learning over an extended period of time induces a more persistent memory, which then relates to the number of cells that reside in the hippocampus.
New neurons are generated continuously over time in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampal formation, a brain region that is important for learning and memory. While thousands of neurons are generated there each day, many of these cells die within a few weeks of their birth (Cameron and McKay 2001) . Previously, it was found that learning could enhance the survival of cells if animals were trained on a learning task just as the cells were about to die. The effect was evident after training with several learning tasks, including spatial learning with the Morris water maze (Gould et al. 1999; Leuner et al. 2004 Leuner et al. , 2006 ). In the maze task, the animal is placed in a tank of water, which is made opaque, and swims to a platform that is hidden just below the surface of the water. The starting location on each trial is randomized so that the animal learns to use spatial cues in the room to navigate to the platform. The hippocampus is necessary for learning as well as retaining the memory of the platform location (Riedel et al. 1999) . There was no effect on cell survival whether animals were trained on a hippocampal-independent version of the task or whether they were placed in the water with no platform for a similar amount of time. Therefore, the increase in cell survival was not induced by motor activity or the stress of the training procedure. Since the initial report, this phenomenon and related ones have been reported (Kempermann and Gage 2002; Dobrossy et al. 2003; Drapeau et al. 2003; Hairston et al. 2005; Kee et al. 2007 ).
For over a century, it has been recognized that learning and/ or memory is enhanced when information is distributed over time when compared with the same amount of information massed together in time (Ebbinghaus 1885; translation Ebbinghaus 1913) . The "distribution of practice" (McGaugh 1966) or "the spacing effect" has been demonstrated in a variety of learning models, including word-pair associates in humans (Hser and Wickens 1989) , appetitive conditioning in rodents (Lattal 1999) , and olfactory avoidance in Drosophila (Yin et al. 1995) . The effect is observed in one of the most frequently tested animal learning tasks, the Morris water maze (Klapdor and Van Der Staay 1998; Gerlai 2001) . In one study, animals trained with spaced trials performed better than animals trained with massed trials, and as expected, had a better memory after training (Commins et al. 2003) . In yet another study, animals trained with massed versus spaced trials performed similarly during training and remembered the platform location equally well when tested shortly after training. However, those trained with spaced trials remembered the location of the platform for a longer period of time than those trained with the same number of massed trials (Spreng et al. 2002) . This observation illustrates one of the hallmarks of the spacing effect; memory in animals trained with massed trials gradually decays, while that in animals trained with spaced trials persists, allowing them to express a memory for the stored information (Hintzman 1974) .
The functional role of new neurons in spatial learning is not yet clear, but the effects of learning on their survival seem to depend on the age of the cells at the time of training-apparently during a 1 to 2 wk period after they are born. When new neurons are selectively destroyed using either a cytostatic drug, or more recently, highly focused irradiation, spatial learning is not impaired (Shors et al. 2002; Madsen et al. 2003; Saxe et al. 2006 ). However, a deficit in the expression of a spatial memory emerged 2 wk after training in animals subjected to irradiation (Snyder et al. 2005) . Others have found increases in gene activity in the cells as the animals experience a spatial environment some weeks after they are born (Ramirez-Amaya et al. 2006; Kee et al. 2007 ). Still others report that spatial training decreases cell proliferation and increases apoptosis (Dobrossy et al. 2003; Ambrogini et al. 2004) . Together then, the various studies suggest that newly generated cells in the dentate gyrus are sensitive to spatial information, but that they are not used directly in the acquisition of spatial memories. Rather, if anything, they appear to play a role in the retention and/or retrieval of those memories.
In the following study, we examine the potential effect of trial spacing on the survival of newly generated cells in the hippocampus. In the first experiment, we hypothesized that trials distributed across 4 d would enhance learning compared with the same number of trials massed in 1 d. We further hypothesized that spaced training over days would rescue a greater proportion of cells from a single population compared with training that occurs in 1 d. To test this hypothesis, animals were injected with a single dose of BrdU 1 wk before the start of training. Training consisted of either trials spaced over 4 d or massed together in 1 d (Fig. 1A) . We expected that training with spaced trials would rescue a greater number of cells than training with the same number of massed trials. In the second experiment, we hypothesized that animals trained with spaced trials would remember the platform location for a longer period of time than those trained with massed trials, and that the new cells would be more likely to survive. To test this hypothesis, animals were injected with BrdU 1 wk before the start of training with either massed or spaced trials. In this study, a 1-h interval was inserted between blocks of massed trials in order to reduce motor fatigue associated with swimming. The memory for the platform location was assessed 2 d and again 2 wk after the end of training. The number of new neurons that remained in the dentate gyrus after the training experiences was determined, as well as the percentage of cells that differentiated into neurons.
Results

Experiment 1: Acquisition of spatial memories and neurogenesis
Spatial learning in the water maze was assessed by measuring the time for the rat to navigate to the platform (escape latency) for each trial. Data were analyzed using an ANOVA with training condition (massed vs. spaced trials) as the independent measure, escape latency as the dependent measure, and escape latency across trials as the repeated measure. Across training trials, escape latency decreased, indicating that the rats were able to find the hidden platform using the spatial cues surrounding the maze (F (15,165) = 4.68, P < 0.01) (Fig. 1B) . By the end of training, animals in the spaced condition outperformed those in the massed condition, i.e., they required less time to locate the platform (F (15,165) = 1.74, P < 0.05) (Fig. 1B) . However, the number of BrdU-labeled cells in the dentate gyrus obtained from rats exposed to the massed trials (7540 ‫ע‬ 740) versus spaced trials (8556 ‫ע‬ 874) was not significantly different between groups, nor were numbers different from the numbers of cells in the group of naïve controls (6868 ‫ע‬ 463) (F (2,16) = 1.34, P > 0.05). Therefore, mere exposure to training did not significantly alter the number of cells that survived in the massed or spaced condition. Importantly, some animals in the spaced condition learned poorly and performed similarly to those in the massed condition. Thus, despite training with different trial distribution, individual differences in learning were still observed.
To assess the potential impact of learning on cell survival, we examined the escape latency for individual animals. Animals were grouped into those that learned to find the platform during the last four trials and did so in <10 sec. Using this criterion, five of the eight rats that were trained with spaced trials learned, only one of the five animals trained with massed trials learned, and three trained with spaced trials did not learn. Using this criterion, animals were categorized as good learners (n = 6) or poor learners (n = 7). The numbers of BrdU-labeled cells in these two groups were then compared. Good learners possessed significantly more BrdU-labeled cells (9348 ‫ע‬ 1099) than did the poor learners (7152 ‫ע‬ 347) and naïve controls (Figs. 1C, 2A-D) . The difference in the number of BrdU-labeled cells among the three groups was significant (F (2,16) = 3.76, P < 0.05). Post-hoc analysis with Newman-Keuls indicated that the good learners possessed more BrdUlabeled cells than the poor learners (P = 0.04) and more than the naïve controls (P = 0.05). The number of cells in the poor learners was not different from the number of cells in the naïve controls (P = 0.77). Using the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient there was a positive correlation between the mean escape latency of the last four trials and number of BrdU-labeled cells in the dentate gyrus (r s = ‫,66.0מ‬ P = 0.01).
A subset of animals was assessed for the percentage of cells that differentiated into neurons at the time of sacrifice. In this experiment, we were interested in determining the relationship between acquisition and cell survival immediately after training. Because cells were labeled 1 wk before training, and training in the spaced group lasted 4 d, all animals were sacrificed after train- 
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www.learnmem.org ing was complete, 11 d after BrdU injection. At this time point, cells are still maturing. At this relatively early stage, it can be determined whether a cell will differentiate into a neuron based on the expression of doublecortin (DCX) (Nacher et al. 2001; Brown et al. 2003; Couillard-Despres et al. 2005) . Using confocal microscopy, we analyzed the number of BrdU-labeled cells that colocalized DCX, a reliable marker of young neurons ( Fig. 3A-F) . The percentage of double-labeled cells in animals trained with massed trials (n = 4) was ∼79% and not different from the percentage in animals trained with spaced trials (n = 4) at 81% (F (1,6) = 0.23; P > 0.05) (Fig. 3G ). There was no difference between the proportion of cells that differentiated into neurons in poor versus good learners (P > 0.05) (Fig. 3H ).
Experiment 2: Retention and neurogenesis
Animals in the spaced condition were trained as before, four trials per day for four consecutive days, with a 1-min intertrial interval (ITI). In order to determine whether the deficit in performance during training may be affected by motor fatigue, rats in the massed condition were trained in a slightly different manner. In this experiment, trials were delivered in blocks of four (1 min ITI). All animals still received the same number of trials (16 trials = four blocks ‫ן‬ four trials), but were given a 1-h interval between blocks (Fig. 4A ). Animals trained with spaced trials were given a 24-h interval between blocks. All animals were returned to their home cage during the time between blocks. As in Experiment 1, both massed and spaced trained animals learned to find the hidden platform using spatial cues surrounding the maze (F (15,150) = 9.59, P < 0.01) (Fig. 4B) . However, in this experiment, there was no difference in performance between the two groups (F (1,10) = 1.92, P > 0.05) (Fig. 4B) . After the end of training, all animals were returned to their home cages and left undisturbed for 2 d. To assess memory of the platform location, animals were returned to the water maze for a retention test, and time to find the platform was recorded. The platform remained in the maze to prevent extinction and any effects that extinction might have on cell survival. For the retention test, both massed and spaced trained animals are only exposed to a single trial. Any deficits observed during the retention test may be attributed to memory impairments, and not fatigue. Animals trained with either massed or spaced trials reached asymptotic performance during training, and did so at a similar rate across trials. Two days after the end of training, both groups remembered the platform location; their escape latency for this retention test was similar to their mean performance on the last four trials of training and not different between the two groups (t (10) = 0.10; P > 0.05). Two weeks later, a second retention test was presented to the animals. The group trained with massed trials required an average of 40 sec to find the platform, and the group trained with spaced trials required only 14 sec to find the platform. Although the difference between the means was not statistically significant (t (10) = 1.98; P = 0.07), there was a significant difference in the variance between groups. The animals trained with massed trials expressed a greater variance than those trained with spaced trials (F ratio = 13.66; P < 0.05) (Fig. 4B) . Thus, 2 wk after training, the majority of spaced-trained animals remembered the platform location, whereas only a few of the massed-trained animals remembered. We then correlated the memory of the platform location during the 2-wk retention test with the number of BrdU-labeled cells in both groups. The escape latency for the retention test 2 wk after training correlated with the number of BrdU-labeled cells (r s = ‫,97.0מ‬ P < 0.01). Because animals trained with spaced trials had a better memory of the platform location than those trained with massed trials, we also tested the correlation in spaced and massed-trained animals separately. In the spaced condition, there was a significant correlation between memory and the number of BrdU-labeled cells (r s = ‫,98.0מ‬ P = 0.003), whereas in the massed condition, no significant correlation was observed (r s = ‫,07.0מ‬ P = 0.09). In the second experiment, all animals were sacrificed after the 2-wk retention test and 25 d after the one BrdU injection. At this point, cells are fully mature and express neuronal-specific nuclear protein (NeuN). To determine how many of the new cells differentiated into neurons, the number of BrdU-labeled cells that also expressed NeuN was determined; 83% of BrdU-labeled cells expressed NeuN in animals trained with massed trials and 88% in those trained with spaced trials. Percentages were not different between groups and are consistent with those reported in previous studies (Gould et al. 1999; Leuner et al. 2004 ).
Discussion
The beneficial effect of spacing information over time on learning and memory is well established (Ebbinghaus 1885 , translation Ebbinghaus 1913 . The spacing effect has been successfully applied in the classroom as well as in patients with cognitive deficits (Schacter et al. 1985; Dempster 1989) . Consistent with the literature, we report here that animals trained with spaced trials tended to learn faster and remember longer than animals exposed to the same amount of massed trials. Because new neurons are continuously generated over time, our initial hypothesis was that training with spaced trials would rescue more new neurons from death than the same number of massed trials. Such an outcome would suggest a direct relationship between length of training and cell survival. The data were inconsistent with the hypothesis, at least to the extent that the animals trained with spaced trials did not possess significantly more cells than animals trained with massed trials. Rather, the manner in which the trials were distributed affected learning, which then related to the number of new cells that were maintained in the dentate gyrus after the training experience. Thus, the relationship between trial distribution and cell survival is an indirect one mediated by learning itself. From these data, we were able to conclude that learning, and not only training, is an important variable when it comes to assessing the effects of training on the survival of new neurons in the dentate gyrus. Moreover, we report a correlation between the strength of a memory and the number of cells that remain in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampal formation several weeks after the cells were born and 2 wk after the animals were trained. These data suggest a possible role for the new cells in the retrieval and/or retention of a memory. Each of these findings is discussed in turn.
In the first experiment, animals were trained with either massed or spaced trials and cell survival was assessed. There was no effect of massed versus spaced trials, per se, on the number of new cells that survived, presumably because some animals trained with spaced trials did not learn. When animals were categorized either as good learners or poor learners, the good learners had retained a greater number of the new cells than did the poor learners. Interestingly enough, the poor learners retained a similar number of cells as the naïve controls that had remained in their home cage during the training procedure. For all groups, the majority of BrdU-labeled cells differentiated into neurons, i.e., ∼80% of BrdU-labeled cells were also labeled with doublecortin (DCX) 11 d after they were born. There were no differences in the proportion of cells that differentiated into neurons between animals trained with massed or spaced trials, or animals categorized as good or poor learners. Thus, 1 d after training, most cells had differentiated into neurons and more of them survived in animals that learned to find the platform using spatial cues in the environment. It is noted that the numbers of surviving BrdUlabeled cells are considerably higher than those presented in the initial report (Gould et al. 1999 ). This may be a result of procedural differences, including the age of the animals, the housing conditions, or antibody used for BrdU detection. However, the findings are generally consistent with our previous study and others as well (Dobrossy et al. 2003; Drapeau et al. 2003; Hairston et al. 2005; Kee et al. 2007 ). One study did report a reduction in cell number after spatial training (Mohapel et al. 2006 ), but they used multiple injections of BrdU, making it difficult to assess how many cells are generated versus how many survive after training. In our studies, animals are injected only once, and thus the data reflect the survival of one population of cells generated within a couple of hours 1 wk before training. Again, the important finding reported here is that learning is a critical factor; animals that were trained but did not learn did not possess any more cells than animals that were not trained at all. Spaced subjects were trained with one block of four trials for four consecutive days. Both groups were tested with a single trial 2 d and 2 wk after the end of training. Animals from both groups were perfused 25 d after the one BrdU injection. (B) Escape latency for animals trained with either massed (᭺) or spaced (᭹) trials is shown. There was no difference in the time to escape between the two groups. However, 2 wk after the end of training, more animals trained with spaced trials remembered the platform location. (*) P < 0.05. (C) Using Spearman's rank-order correlation coefficient, the number of BrdU-labeled cells in the dentate gyrus correlated with the performance on the retention test 2 wk later.
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In the second experiment, we assessed the more intriguing consequence of the spacing effect, that is, that training with spaced trials does not necessarily enhance learning relative to training with massed trials, but rather increases the persistence and strength of the memory (Spreng et al. 2002) . To accomplish this, we introduced a longer interval of time between blocks of trials, while still keeping the trials massed together in 1 d. The change in experimental design eliminated the differences in performance during training, probably because the animals trained with massed trials were not as fatigued during the training process. Despite similar rates of acquisition, most animals trained with spaced trials remembered the location of the hidden platform 2 wk later, whereas few of the animals trained with massed trials remembered. Somewhat surprisingly, we found no group difference in the number of cells that survived after training with massed versus spaced trials. However, as shown in Figure 4B , the variability in the group trained with massed trials was significantly greater than the variability of animals trained with spaced trials. Based on this, we correlated individual differences in memory with the number of surviving cells in the dentate gyrus. Using a Spearman's rank-order test, we detected a positive correlation between performance on the second retention test and the number of surviving cells, the vast majority of which differentiated into neurons. Thus, the animals with an accurate memory for the platform location 2 wk later tended to have more cells than animals with a poor memory of that location. Admittedly, the sample size is relatively small for a regression analysis. Nevertheless, the correlation between performance and cell survival was evident in the first experiment when neurons were <2 wk of age, and again in the second experiment, when neurons were mature at nearly 4 wk of age. The data presented here are consistent with a recent report in which individual differences in learning related to the number of cells that survive after training (Dalla et al. 2007) . In that study, animals were exposed to either trace eyeblink conditioning or contiguous trace conditioning. Regardless of the task parameters, good learners retained more of the new cells after training than did poor learners.
In general, the results from the two experiments indicate that learning, and not simply training, determines how many new neurons survive in the hippocampus after training on a spatial memory task. There are at least two explanations of how this might happen-one is quantitative, and the other qualitative. In the quantitative version, training with trials that are spaced over time would influence more cells by virtue of the fact that the training experience is prolonged. If this explanation were valid, then animals trained with spaced trials should have more new cells surviving than animals trained with massed trials, regardless of how well they learned the task. However, in Experiment 1 we found that this was not the case, because only animals that learned had more cells, irrespective of whether the trials were spaced or massed. Animals that were trained with spaced trials, but performed only as well as those trained with massed trials, had fewer surviving cells. Because we only labeled one population of new cells, i.e., one injection of BrdU, it remains possible that the quantitative explanation is valid when multiple populations of new cells are labeled or when training is extended over a longer period of time. The qualitative explanation asserts that training with spaced trials affected the cells in a qualitatively different way than training with massed trials. Differences could include changes in gene expression and protein synthesis, which extend the life of cells that are engaged during the learning process. This type of explanation is consistent with the data presented in the second experiment. Animals trained with massed or spaced trials learned similarly, but more of those trained with spaced trials remembered the location of the platform 2 wk later, and they tended to possess more of the new cells at that time.
Presumably, some process altered the cells differently in animals that were trained with spaced trials such that they survived. It is noted that such a distinction cannot be applied in a strict sense, because there was no overall differences in cell survival between animals trained with massed versus space trials. Rather, it would appear that survival of immature neurons is enhanced in animals that learn well and remember the spatial information, which is facilitated by training over longer periods of time.
It is worth considering the potential impact of sleep on the effects reported here. In the first experiment, animals exposed to spaced trials were able to sleep between blocks and those that were trained with massed trials did not sleep, or did not sleep for long. Many studies have suggested that sleep, or even a brief period of rest, is important for consolidation to occur (Karni et al. 1994) as well as for the spacing effect to emerge (Hintzman 1974) . Interestingly enough, Hairston et al. (2005) reported that spatial learning enhanced cell survival, but not if animals were deprived of sleep in between days of training. Similarly, in our studies, animals that were trained with massed trials had minimal opportunity to sleep. However, the direction of the relationship cannot be determined, because the animals that were sleep deprived also did not learn or remember well. As we show here, training without learning is insufficient to rescue new cells from death. In the second experiment, a 1-h intertrial interval was given between blocks of trials. This attenuated the slight difference in performance observed between animals that were trained with massed trials versus those trained with spaced trials in the first experiment. Nonetheless, the long-term memory for the platform location was relatively weak in most of the animals trained with massed trials. It is conceivable that neuronal events necessary for the long-term storage or retrieval of the memory were not induced in the animals trained with the massed trials.
The mechanism whereby learning increases cell survival has not been identified, but would presumably involve some type of activity-dependent process. That is, cells that are 'activated' in a specific way during the learning process preferentially survive. In the first experiment, we found that good learners had more surviving cells than poor learners. Importantly, the good learners were predominantly from the group trained with spaced trials; only one animal trained with massed trials was designated as a good learner. The distribution of trials across days may be more effective, because the cells are activated over a longer period of time, allowing changes in gene expression and protein synthesis to be induced and expressed. This is certainly the case for other demonstrations of the spacing effect. In Drosophila, training with spaced trials extends the memory, which depends on cAMPresponsive element-binding protein (CREB) and protein synthesis (Yin et al. 1995) . Others find that spaced tetanic stimulation induces a more persistent expression of LTP (Scharf et al. 2002) and that the consequences of spaced application of serotonin in Aplysia is more profound than when massed (Mauelshagen et al. 1998) . Overall, it seems likely that prolonged increase in cell excitability and/or a more refined pattern of activation over time leads to the increase in cell survival in response to learning. Glutamatergic and GABAergic mechanisms are probably involved because of their role in learning and cell survival (Tsien et al. 1996; Tashiro et al. 2006) . For example, application of glutamate to hippocampal neural progenitor cells increased the proportion of cells that differentiated into neurons in vitro (Deisseroth et al. 2004) , and GABA activation of hippocampal progenitor cells promotes neuronal differentiation (Tozuka et al. 2005) . A single stimulation of the perforant pathway does not evoke GABA currents in hippocampal progenitor cells, whereas repeated stimulation (using a theta burst protocol) does (Tozuka et al. 2005) . Moreover, tetanic stimulation enhances survival of new cells in the dentate, one of a relatively few manipulations other than learning to do so (Bruel-Jungerman et al. 2006) .
There are numerous explanations for why training with spaced information is more effective than training with massed information. Certainly, the increase in time between trials is the most important variable because it provides more opportunities for rehearsal and retrieval. Perhaps related to this model is the multiple trace theory (Nadel and Moscovitch 1997; Moscovitch et al. 2005) . This theory poses that memories become more stable with time because more and different traces of the initial memory are made. The time between spaced trials would provide a means of distinguishing one learning event from another because the contexts are more likely to be different across time. As a consequence, more and different traces are produced, which in the end provide a more stable memory representation in the brain. An increase in numbers of traces would enhance the ability to remember events over progressively longer periods of time.
As noted, a recent study found that animals in which neurogenesis is prevented expressed a memory deficit for the platform location 2 wk after learning-the same time point as the relationship reported here (Snyder et al. 2005 ). Thus, it is possible that the inability to rescue the new cells from death during the learning experience disrupts the circuitry used in the retrieval of the spatial memory and/or the context in which the event occurred. Whatever the explanation, the data presented here indicate that training with spaced trials induces a more persistent memory and the strength of that memory relates to the number of new cells that survive in the adult hippocampus.
Materials and Methods
Subjects
Adult male Sprague-Dawley rats were ∼70 d of age at the time of the 5-bromo-2Ј-deoxyuridine (BrdU) injection. They were bred in the Department of Psychology at Rutgers University, and at 60 d of age, were housed individually in hanging wire cages with unlimited access to food and water and maintained on a 12:12 light/dark cycle with light onset at 8:00 am.
Spatial navigation training in the Morris water maze
A circular metal tank (170 ‫ן‬ 60 cm) was filled with roomtemperature water and made opaque with white, nontoxic paint. Complex cues, i.e., small posters, lab equipment, and wall shelves, were set distal to the maze in a dimly lit room. During the trial, the experimenter stood behind a curtain to avoid acting as a visible cue. Rats were given 90 sec to find the hidden platform (15 ‫ן‬ 15 cm), which was located ∼3 cm below the surface of the water. If they did not find it within 90 sec, the rat was guided to the platform by the experimenter. Rats remained on the platform for 30 sec. Upon removal from the platform, they were placed in a deep, opaque bucket (preventing visual access to cues), which was lined with a towel and lit overhead with a lamp, where they remained for 60 sec. The starting quadrant was pseudo-randomized across all trials, excluding the quadrant with the platform. The quadrant containing the platform was not included, to prevent artificially low escape latencies that occur when the animal swims into it at the start of the trial.
Experiment 1: Acquisition of spatial memories and neurogenesis
In the spaced condition (n = 8), training consisted of four trials per day for four consecutive days. In the massed condition (n = 5), training consisted of 16 trials in 1 d. In both conditions, the intertrial interval (ITI) was 1 min. BrdU, 200 mg/kg (SigmaAldrich), was injected into the intraperitoneal cavity 1 wk before the first day of training. A third group of naïve rats (n = 6) was also injected with BrdU, but were not exposed to training. Animals from all groups were sacrificed 11 d after the BrdU injection.
BrdU-injections and immunohistochemistry
BrdU (200 mg/kg, i.p.) was mixed at 15 mg/mL in 0.9% saline (pH 7.4). Animals were deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital and transcardially perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde. Brains were stored in 4% paraformaldehyde at 4°C for at least 2 d, then transferred to phospho-buffered saline (0.1 M PBS at pH 7.4) before cutting. The right hemisphere was mounted onto an oscillating tissue slicer and sections were cut at 40 µm. Every 12th section of the hippocampus was mounted onto slides and used for BrdU-immunohistochemistry using peroxidase methods. Briefly, citrate buffer (pH 6.0) was microwaved until boiling. Sections were placed into citrate buffer, reheated for another 5 min, allowed to cool at room temperature for 15 min, and rinsed with 0.1 M PBS. Trypsin was used to permeabilize cell membranes; 2N HCl in PBS was used to denature DNA. Sections were incubated in primary antibody, mouse anti-BrdU, (1:100, Becton Dickinson) overnight at 4°C. The next day, sections were incubated in secondary biotinylated anti-mouse (1:200, Vector) followed by avidin-biotin complex (Vectastain ABC Kit, Vector), then 3-3Ј-diaminobenzidene (DAB SigmaFast tablets, Sigma-Aldrich). BrdU-labeled cells were counted at 1000X with the experimenter blind to condition. To estimate the total number of BrdU-labeled cells in the dentate gyrus, cell counts were multiplied by a factor of 24 (two hemispheres ‫ן‬ 12 serial sections).
For double labeling, free-floating sections were rinsed with tris-buffered saline (0.1 M TBS at pH 7.5). DNA was denatured with 2N HCl in TBS. Sections were incubated in primary antibodies, goat anti-doublecortin (1:100, Santa Cruz Biotechnology), and mouse anti-BrdU (1:200, Becton-Dickinson) with 0.5% Tween-20 (Sigma-Aldrich) in TBS for 48 h at 4°C. Sections were then incubated in secondary antibodies, Rhodamine Red-X antigoat (1:200, Jackson Immunoresearch) and Fluro 488 anti-mouse (1:200, Molecular Probes) in TBS for 30 min. Tissue was mounted onto slides and coverslipped with glycerol:TBS (1:3). Number of colocalized cells was determined with a Zeiss (Oberkochen) LSM 510 confocal laser scanning microscope. Sections were scanned using a Plan-Neofluar ‫ן52‬ water-immersion objective and dualchannel excitation with argon (488 nm) and helium-neon (543 nm). Forty cells per subject (n = 8) were counted on random sections throughout the hippocampus. Colocalization analysis included visual inspection of size and shape of cell throughout a z-stack, orthogonal planes, and a profile of excitation intensity of the cell.
Experiment 2: Retention and neurogenesis
In the second experiment, we further assessed the potential impact of spaced (n = 7) versus massed (n = 5) training on spatial maze learning and the survival of new cells in the adult hippocampus. The procedures in the second experiment are similar to those in the first experiment with two exceptions. First, we assessed retention as well as acquisition. The memory for the platform location was assessed 2 d after the end of training and again 2 wk after the end of training. For the retention test, the platform remained in the same location as during training. This procedure provided a direct measure of time to escape without introducing an extinction trial prior to the second retention test, which was conducted 2 wk later. To reduce the potential for fatigue during massed training, the time between blocks was increased from 1 min to 1 h, during which the animals were returned to their home cages. This procedural change also provided both groups with a change of context between the four blocks of four training trials. Animals from both groups were sacrificed 25 d after BrdU injection.
BrdU-injections and immunohistochemistry
key anti-rat biotin-SP (1:200, Jackson Immunoresearch). Secondary antibodies were fluorescin-DTAF-streptavidin (1:200, Jackson Immunoresearch) and donkey anti-mouse rhodamine red X (1:1000, Jackson Immunoresearch). Confocal microscopy was conducted as in Experiment 1.
Statistical analysis
Performance in the water maze was assessed by mean escape latency (time to reach platform) and the number of BrdU-labeled cells used to assess cell survival. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures was used to detect differences between groups and across trials. Post-hoc analysis was done with Newman-Keuls. Spearman's rank-order correlation coefficient, r s , was used to detect correlations between the numbers of surviving cells and escape latencies. This statistical test was selected instead of the parametric Pearson's r correlation for two reasons. First, parametric statistical tests include the assumptions that (1) values have a Gaussian, or normal, distribution, and (2) number of subjects represents a sufficiently large sample size. When mean escape latencies were plotted, they did not follow a Gaussian distribution. Second, there were a relatively small number of animals from each experiment, 13 in the first experiment and 12 in the second experiment.
